We propose a lightweight, practical approach to check mass maintenance transformations. We present checks for both transformation tools and transformed source code, and illustrate them using examples of real-world transformations. Our approach is not a fully fledged, formal one but provides circumstantial evidence for transformation correctness, and has been applied to the mass maintenance of industrial Cobol systems.
Introduction
Transformations are very important for software engineering. Compilers, code generation, code analysis, automated modifications and refactoring are only a few examples of commonly known transformations. The use of transformations has gradually increased in the field of software maintenance. For example, code analysis tools have become more and more indispensable to maintain large systems, and large-scale modifications, such as Euro conversions, Y2K repairs or database migrations, have called for automated maintenance transformations [28] .
The increasing interest in automated maintenance has heightened the need for control over automatic transformations. For instance, automated changes on business-critical systems should not jeopardize the operations of a company. Such changes usually consist of several complex transformations, affecting millions of lines of code. So it is not very practical to inspect the result of a mass update by hand. An alternative, extensive testing of the transformed code, is expensive and not always feasible in practice. Massive automated changes are often carried out by software renovation companies, and they usually do not possess the required hard-and/or software to, for instance, compile and test a mainframe system. Although the owner of the system has a suitable compiler, mainframes are delivered with a fixed calculation capacity. The employment of this capacity for finding errors in (automated) changes is expensive (see [7] for figures on costs for compiling large systems), so possible errors should be detected in an early stage. Therefore, additional ways are needed to control such transformations.
Some people think that it is feasible to prove the correctness of a mass maintenance transformation on millions of lines of code in advance. However, correctness proofs are time-consuming and often impractical for mass maintenance transformations. We will explain this with some examples.
In order to deploy correctness proofs, one needs the semantics of the used programming language. These have not been defined for every programming language, in particular legacy languages like Cobol. For these languages, it is even not possible to capture the semantics. There are many different dialects, compilers, compiler flags and operating systems, and thus there is no single semantics for these languages. This is an important issue, and is discussed in [19, 20] ; since it is not common knowledge that it is not possible to capture a single semantics, we show some of the given examples here. Consider the following Cobol fragment, taken from [19, p. This fragment illustrates differences between two compilers. The OS/VS Cobol compiler prints the expected result, namely ' IEEE', which is right justified, whereas the Cobol/370 compiler displays the output 'IEEE ' with a trailing space, which is left justified. The second example illustrates differences within a single compiler, and is also taken from [19, p. Depending on the compiler flags, this code displays the number '3123123' or the entirely different number '1231231'. There are many more similar examples, for instance, the precise semantics of the behaviour of procedures in Cobol is compiler-dependent [9, p. 2] . It is expensive and error prone to deal with all variants, as also stated in [19] , so to summarise there is no 'the semantics'.
On the other hand, one could capture a subset of the semantics for a specific maintenance project with a specific Cobol dialect, compiler and operating system, i.e. relevant for a particular modification [3] . However, using a formal approach can still be an expensive process and prone to errors, and as soon as something changes (e.g. compiler version or operating system version) a different semantics needs to be developed. So it is not surprising that the ROI on correctness proofs is negative [14, p. 108] . Moreover, in mass maintenance projects it is often the goal to modify the functionality of a system, rendering a semantics preserving approach not useful. Furthermore, in addition to proving the transformations correct, one would also have to prove the rest of the transformation process correct, for instance the preprocessor, parser and prettyprinter and so on. For these reasons, a correctness proof for mass maintenance transformations on legacy systems is too expensive and not practical, and we need other ways to make sure the updated systems behave as expected.
The aim of this research is to provide a lightweight approach to check large-scale maintenance transformations. We present a range of checks to identify errors in transformations quickly and at low cost, and these checks are applied in two mass maintenance projects.
Related work
Related work in the field of program transformations can be found, for example, in [23] , where transformational programming is described. Their primary goal is that of general support for program modifications. This includes the generation of programs from formal specifications, adaptation of programs to particular environments, and program descriptions. However, no methods for checking transformations is given. Taxonomies of program transformations are described in [6] , and in [29] program transformations are classified as translations, i.e. the source and target language are different, or as rephrasings, i.e. source and target language are the same. Both types of program transformations can be found in the area of software maintenance.
An automatable methodology for formally proving the correctness of transformation systems is described, constructed and applied in [32] . This can, of course, only be applied if the semantics of the programming language is available, and, as we argued above, involving semantics in automated maintenance is not very practical.
In [5] a transformation system for Cobol is discussed. They state that their transformations are often little more than a recasting of an algebraic law, which makes it plausible that the transformed code behaves as expected. This is not the case for our transformations: these can be complex and highly customisable.
In [17] a complex migration from PL/IX to C++ was carried out. The target language was generated by semi-automatic transformations. The resulting code was verified by passing it through a set of tests, but they do not report about verifying or checking the transformations itself, which is desired in such projects. Another migration is presented in [31] , where assembler code is converted to equivalent C code using the FermaT system. The transformation engine has a library of proven transformations to preserve or refine the semantics of a program. They report that resulting C code compiled without warnings or errors, but they do not mention whether the results were tested and taken into production, or any other way to check the results. In a more recent article from the same author [30] , another assembler to C migration is discussed. In the article the resulting code was reviewed, examined and undergoing final testing by the customer. So possible errors in the transformations have to be discovered by the customer. Our approach aims at detecting errors as early as possible, especially before delivering code to the customer.
Starting point and outline of the paper
Our starting point is two automated mass maintenance projects with a total of over 4 million lines of code. In both projects, Cobol source code was transformed automatically. The first project involved a database migration for an entire software portfolio, the second one involved code renovation of one system. We applied our lightweight checks to the projects to demonstrate the usefulness of our methods.
The paper has been organised as follows. In Section 2 we describe the two mass maintenance projects, provide some examples, and give an overview of our lightweight checks for mass maintenance transformations. Our checks are described in Sections 3 and 4. Then in Section 5, we discuss the application of our work to the automated maintenance of realworld Cobol systems, and in Section 6 we briefly analyse how much time was needed to implement and apply our approach. In Section 7 we summarise and conclude.
Mass maintenance projects
In this section we briefly describe two industrial mass maintenance projects. The two projects are different, in a way that the first one involved a few transformations in many places in a large amount of code, whereas the second one involved many transformations in many places in a medium sized system. We illustrate the projects with small transformation examples and argue for a way to control such projects. Then we give an overview of our approach for checking such mass maintenance transformations. A detailed treatment of our approach will be given in Sections 3 and 4.
Project I: Database migration
The first project involved a migration of Cobol systems to deal with an upgrade of the database system, which was due to scalability and performance issues. Existing Cobol systems that accessed the files in the database had to be altered in order to cope with constraints that were imposed by the new database version. The modification was concerned with five different database operations that had to be examined and possibly modified; this meant that we analysed dataflow and modified variables that were used in the database calls. The entire Cobol portfolio had about 50 thousand database calls, which were spread over 4 million lines of code. This included almost 3000 programs and nearly 20 thousand include files (copybooks).
We show an example in Fig. 1 , which illustrates one of the changes that were made. In the code on the left-hand side, the CALL statement calls the database DB and opens the file specified in FILE-NAME. The open mode is specified by the last argument, KEY-NUMBER. The variables DATA-BUFFER and BUF-LEN can be used to supply an owner, and POSITION-BLOCK returns the positioning information about the file. Then on the right-hand side, the KEY-NUMBER variable is transformed when its value is not equal to zero. It is replaced by OPEN-MODE with value 0, and this new variable is added to the data declarations if it is not yet declared.
Similar to this example, four other database operations had to be modified if the value of some of the call arguments was not in accordance with the constraints of the new 
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After transformation database version, and fresh variables had to be declared. So this transformation project involved analysis of database calls and data declarations in the program and in the include files, as well as tracking variable values throughout programs. To have confidence in the modifications at low-cost, we need ways to detect errors prior to compiling and testing the updated code.
Project II: Code renovation
The second project involved renovation of Cobol code to improve the modifiability. The main goal was to componentise the code by restructuring complex logic, thereby enabling the system for new changes. About 25 different transformations were combined in an algorithm to restructure legacy Cobol. Each transformation dealt with a particular language construct; for instance, complex branching statements were restructured, goto statements were removed, imperative code was transformed into subroutines and dead code was removed. In the project the transformations were first calibrated with a system of 80,000 lines of code and then applied to over 5 million lines of code; in this paper we apply our checks only to the system that was used for calibration. The full treatment of the project can be found in [27] , the used restructuring algorithms originate from [24] . The system we use in this paper was also used in a mass update project [16] .
The example in Fig. 2 shows a code snippet from one of the programs before and after transformation. Here, several transformations are applied to the code fragment on the left-hand side, and the result is shown on the right-hand side. These transformations turn labelled statements into called procedures (labels 1001, 1003 and 1005 are turned into subroutines), eliminate GO TO statements, and normalise code.
In this example, several transformations were applied to the code fragment, some of them more than once. Although the code is more structured after the transformations, it is difficult to see whether the functionality remained the same. Solely depending on (regression) tests to check the behaviour of the code is the least one can do, and additional methods are desired. 
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Mass maintenance checking
The examples from the projects illustrate the need for more control over mass maintenance transformations. If such transformations have been applied to millions of lines of source code, (semi-)automatic checking is very useful. We propose a lightweight approach consisting of several checks. These checks can be used to find errors in transformations but they do not guarantee the absence of errors; we say that they provide circumstantial evidence for transformation correctness. Moreover, a successfully applied check increases the confidence in the transformations. The checks have been divided into the following two categories:
• Transformation rule checks: these checks involve the actual transformation rules. The transformation rules in the projects consist of a left-hand side pattern and a right-hand side pattern, and may have conditions. The advantage of these checks is that they can be applied statically, thus without applying them to the program code.
• Program code checks: these checks are performed on the program code before and after transformations. The advantage of these checks is that the entire transformation process is taken into account, since these checks are applied on the original code and final code. Thus the pre-and postprocessing of the code are also checked.
We discuss both automatic and semi-automatic checks in the subsequent sections. We summarised them in Table 1 . The first transformation rule check, Control-Flow Invariance (CFI), aims at checking whether the control-flow of the input pattern is equal to the control-flow of the output pattern using a bisimulation equivalence relation. This is useful as a lightweight check on the behaviour of the input and output transformation pattern. The second check, We applied most of these checks to transformations and program code from the two mass maintenance projects and the results are presented in Section 5. We want to emphasise that our checks do not prove correctness of transformations but that they can be used to identify errors. The transformation rule checks are discussed in Section 3 and the program code checks are discussed in Section 4.
Transformation rule checks
We start by briefly describing the transformation system that was used in the two mass maintenance projects and we also describe the notation we use. Then we present the checks Control-Flow Invariance (CFI), Variable Consistency (VC) and Grammar-based Testcase Generation (GTG).
The transformations of the projects were implemented in the ASF+SDF MetaEnvironment [26] , which is a development environment for the automatic generation of interactive systems for manipulating programs, specifications and other text written in a formal language. The ASF+SDF Meta-Environment supports ASF+SDF. SDF stands for Syntax Definition Formalism and supports the definition of both lexical and context-free syntax (production rules). For an elaborate treatment of SDF we refer to [11] . ASF stands for Algebraic Specification Formalism and supports the definition of conditional rewrite rules (equations). An ASF rewrite rule consists of a left-hand side pattern and a right-hand side pattern with abstract and concrete syntax, and may have a condition. For detailed information on ASF see [4] .
For our transformations, SDF was used to parse source code and build a parsetree. A parsetree represents the code using terminals and non-terminals from the grammar. Then code patterns in the tree were rewritten with (parsed) ASF rewrite rules; a rule matches if the left-hand side of rule matches and the conditions are successfully evaluated. In this paper, we will denote a rewrite/transformation rule as shown in Fig. 3 .
An example transformation rule from the renovation project is shown in Fig. 4 , which is used to restructure an if-statement. If there are no statements in the if-branch, the condition is inverted and the statements from the else-branch are placed in the if-branch. We have briefly discussed the transformation system that was used in the projects and gave an example of a transformation rule. Next we will discuss how we identified errors in such rules.
Control-flow invariance (CFI)
Our first check on transformation rules concerns the Control-Flow Invariance of the input and output pattern. This check can be used for transformations which are supposed to preserve the control-flow, such as restructuring similar to the renovation project. We compare the statements on the left-hand side with the statements on the right-hand side using a bisimulation equivalence relation. This verifies if on both sides the same statements can be executed at the same moment. If this fails, there can be an error in the transformation rule. This can be either a typographical error or an incorrect transformation. The input and output patterns are converted into process graphs representing the control-flow, which can then be fed to a bisimulation checker. The bisimulation checker will either fail or succeed. If it fails, it reports where an error can be found. We experienced that comparing the control-flow graphs of the input and the output pattern can be an effective way to (automatically) detect errors in a transformation rule.
We will discuss briefly what bisimulation equivalence means and which type of bisimulation equivalence we use. Then we explain how we translate input and output patterns to control-flow graphs using a tool we developed. Finally, we describe how we compare the control-flow graphs of the patterns using a bisimulation checker.
Bisimulation equivalence
Two process graphs are bisimular if they can execute exactly the same sequence of actions, and have the same branching structure [1, 10] . The branching structure is similar if, in both process graphs, the same choices can be made at the same moments. A special action is the silent step, which can be used to abstract from internal actions. There are several types of bisimulation equivalence relations [2, 1, 25] . We briefly discuss strong and branching bisimulation. Strong bisimulation treats a silent step as a normal action. If a silent step is possible at a certain moment in a process graph, it should be possible in the other process graph at the corresponding moment. Branching bisimulation, on the other hand, treats silent steps as truly silent steps. This means that if a state in one process graph can take a silent step, then this need not be the case for the corresponding state in the other process graph. We use branching bisimulation since we have transformation rules which eliminate silent steps (e.g. goto-elimination). In such rules, silent steps appear only in the process graph of the left-hand side of the transformation pattern.
Translation of patterns to graphs
Before we can compare the input and output pattern of a transformation rule using a bisimulation checker, we need to translate them to process graphs representing the controlflow. We developed a tool that converts a pattern into a graph. To represent these graphs, we used Labelled Transition Systems (LTS). An LTS consists of a collection of states and a collection of transitions between them. Our tool converts an input or output pattern into an LTS in Aldebaran [8] format, which consists of a descriptor and edges. The descriptor has the following structure:
The edges have the following structure:
In Fig. 5 there is an example; an input transformation pattern is on the left and its LTS on the right. The corresponding control-flow graph is illustrated in Fig. 6 .
We see that the LTS has seven states and seven transitions (des (0, 7, 7)). Each statement variable (Statements1,...,Statements4) has been translated into an edge, and there is an edge for the Condition and there is one for NOT Condition. The GO TO statement has been translated into a silent step, which is denoted by an 'i' (internal step) in Aldebaran format. The Label is not represented in the graph because a label itself cannot be executed; it is only a reference point. Note that we encode the behaviour of the control statements IF and GO TO in the translation tool, but we can abstract from the rest of the language since it is not relevant for the transformation.
Comparing the graphs
To compare Labelled Transition Systems using branching bisimulation, we use Aldebaran. Aldebaran is Unix-based and part of the Caesar/Aldebaran Development Package [8] , and allows the minimisation and comparison of LTSes with respect to various equivalence and preorder relations. Branching bisimulation equivalence, as well as other relations, can be used for comparison. In our approach, a transformation pattern is converted into an input and an output LTS, and these two LTSes are then compared using Aldebaran. We illustrate this by an example.
In Fig. 7 a simple transformation rule for removing dead code is shown. On the left-hand side Statements2 will never be executed because it is preceded by an unconditional jump, and can therefore be removed. The control-flow graphs are shown in Fig. 8 ; corresponding states are connected by dashed lines. We can see in the graphs that Statements2 cannot be reached from state 0 and it can safely be removed. The input pattern and output pattern are converted into LTSes (.aut files represent Aldebaran files):
Output LTS: deadcode.out.aut
These LTSes are then fed to Aldebaran, which returns TRUE because they are branching bisimular (-pequ means compare using branching bisimulation):
$ aldebaran -pequ deadcode.in.aut deadcode.out.aut TRUE $ Summary. We believe the CFI check is a quick and effective way to detect errors in transformation rules. A drawback of the check is that it is difficult to deal with rule conditions that affect the control-flow, since this is not always quickly derivable from the transformation rule. Note that the CFI check could probably also be applied to program code, thereby translating statements to edges, but we have not investigated this. In Section 5 we will discuss how we found an incorrect goto-elimination rule in the renovation project using CFI.
Variable consistency (VC)
Our second transformation rule check concerns the Variable Consistency of a rule. In a transformation rule, it may or may not be the purpose to modify or remove a variable. To detect unwanted modification or removal of variables, we defined a consistency check. This check is the only check which takes conditions of the rules into account. We will start by giving some examples of transformations that may not be correct due to either a typographical or a transformation error. Then we describe the consistency check.
The transformation in Fig. 9 merges procedures if they can only be executed consecutively, i.e. executing the first implies executing the second procedure and the second cannot be executed without first executing the first one. A condition should make sure that the second label is not referenced, and thus can be removed. However, there is a typographical error in this transformation rule. Instead of the second procedure (Label2), the first procedure (Label1) is in the condition. As a consequence, Label2 is thrown away without checking whether it is referenced.
We would like to detect such potential errors automatically by placing a constraint on the transformation rules. According to [15] , a rewrite rule must comply with two
Statements2 Statements2 , Referenced-labels ) Fig. 9 . Erroneous transformation for merging procedures.
Label4. Statements2 Statements2 ) constraints. First, the left-hand side of a rule is not a variable, and second, the variables on the right-hand side are contained in the left-hand side. However, as also noted in [15, p. 101] , for Conditional Term Rewriting Systems it would make good sense to lift the second constraint. A variable on the right-hand side can be defined in a condition. And the first constraint may also be a hindrance to the rewrite rules used in mass maintenance transformations. Therefore, we propose a different constraint on transformation rules:
• Variables appearing on only one side of a transformation rule should be contained in a condition.
This VC constraint detects the potential errors in the transformation we showed above, and can detect several others in transformation rules. However, there are still cases that will not be detected, see an example in Fig. 10 . This transformation rule swaps two labels, and for some reason two intermediate labels are used to store and replace the value of the labels. However, the assignments in the conditions are swapped themselves. So this transformation has two errors. The VC constraint we impose will not detect this transformation error because all variables that are on only one side are contained in the conditions. On the other hand, these are probably typographical errors which are not detected by the check because they cancel each other out. Similar behaviour can be observed in a spell checker, if the word 'compiled' is spelled as 'complied', two letters are swapped but the spell checker will not report this error because 'complied' is a valid word. Furthermore, the transformation error in Fig. 10 is hypothetical, we have not seen this in practice.
Summary. Taken together, we believe our VC check can detect possible errors in transformation rules. We have shown that it is difficult to check rule conditions in a lightweight way, and this check is the only transformation rule check we have that takes such conditions into account. Therefore, this check can be used in addition to the two other transformation rule checks, CFI and GTG. In Section 5 we show how we applied VC to the transformation rules of the mass maintenance projects.
Grammar-based testcase generation (GTG)
Our last check for transformation rules involves Grammar-based Testcase Generation. The check originates from the field of automatic generation of test data. A comprehensive overview of this subject is given in [12] . That paper reports on syntax-based testing in several areas, especially in compiler testing. Since our transformations are grammar-based it would be natural to generate tests in a similar way. However, there are several difficulties when using grammars for generating test data. The most prominent problem is probably to generate a set that has relevant tests and that is not too large. To deal with these issues, work is done to enhance a grammar [22] and to control the generation process [21] . As far as we know, generation of testcases for automated software maintenance is still an unexplored area.
Transformation rule coverage
Consider the rule for eliminating a goto-statement in Fig. 11 . The rule transforms a pattern with a local jump into a while-like loop. The variables Statements denote zero or more statements. A piece of code is affected by the rule if it matches the left-hand side, and is not transformed if the left-hand side is different than the pattern. For instance, in Cobol the if-statement can have an optional THEN keyword (for the IBM VS Cobol II grammar we refer to [18] ). This optional keyword is not represented in the pattern so if in the source code an if-statement is encountered with the THEN keyword, the transformation pattern will not match. In the above rule, it was the intention to have this keyword omitted, but that cannot be seen from the transformation rule and tests are needed to document this behaviour.
There are many more cases for this rule which nearly match, and it would be useful to let them document the transformation rule, as well as cases that do match. If we annotate the left-hand side of the rule from Fig. 11 with information about optional terminals and non-terminals according to the grammar, we obtain a rule as shown in Fig. 12 . Terminals are depicted with quotes. If in the source code any of the square brackets is 'filled' with code, the transformation rule will not match. So when one is developing, maintaining and testing grammar-based transformation rules, it is important to know what the production rules in the grammar look like and to what extent these are covered by the transformation rules.
Automatic testcase generation
We have developed an approach to generate a set of testcases automatically for a transformation rule which is derived from the grammar and documents the coverage of the rule. Cases are classified as either matching or non-matching. A matching case is defined as a code fragment on which the transformation rule can make a change. A non-matching case is defined as a code fragment which is left unchanged by the transformation rule. We propose the following algorithm for generating these cases:
• For a set of matching cases: Generate a case for each optional (non-) terminal on the left-hand side of the transformation rule, an empty variant and a non-empty variant.
• For a set of non-matching cases: Generate one case for each (non-)terminal that is present in the grammar productions of the left-hand side of the transformation rule but not in the transformation rule itself.
With this algorithm, the number of generated cases will not explode since we do not generate each possible combination for matching and non-matching cases. Moreover, we keep a case as small as possible by leaving out parts of the pattern that are not relevant to the case. For example, if matching cases are generated for the rule from Fig. 11 and the case is generated where the variable Statements1 is represented by code, the rest of the variables that may be empty (other statements variables) remain empty. This way, the number of matching cases will be at most the number of variables in the pattern that may be empty (one for each variable), while the number of non-matching cases may become larger, depending on the transformation pattern and the grammar. In addition, non-matching cases can be annotated with the terminal or non-terminal that causes non-matching behaviour, thereby automatically documenting the case.
We demonstrate our approach on the transformation pattern from Fig. 11 . Recall that our transformations were implemented in the ASF+SDF Meta-Environment. In that environment, transformation rules are first parsed themselves before they can be applied, so a parsetree of the rules can quickly be obtained and by using this information the analysis of transformation rules is simplified significantly. We reused the parsed rules as a starting point for generating testcases. The complete generation process consists of three steps:
1. Extract syntax information from the parsed transformation rule; 2. Build matching and non-matching patterns with the syntax information; 3. Generate cases from the patterns.
We illustrate this process with the example transformation rule from Fig. 11 .
Step 1 Extract information. In the first step we extract syntax information from the parsed transformation rule. This means that we retrieve information about the (non-)terminals in the left-hand side pattern. This way, we can detect (non-)terminals that are present in the grammar productions but not in the transformation pattern. Information, as shown in Fig. 12 , is then revealed which is not shown in the transformation rule.
Step 2 Build patterns. In the second step our algorithm comes into play. Based on the information from Step 1, we build matching and non-matching patterns using the retrieved terminals and non-terminals. These patterns are not yet real code because they still contain non-terminals. In Fig. 13 a matching pattern is shown; in this case the nonterminal Statements is left in the else-branch. In total, 5 matching patterns are built for this rule: one for each statements variable plus one without statements variable (a statements variable represents zero or more statements).
A non-matching pattern is shown in Fig. 14 ; matching is prevented by the nonterminal Statement-non-closed. In total, 7 non-matching patterns are built: one for each (non-)terminal that is not represented in the pattern.
Step 3 Generate cases. The last step is the actual generation of code using the grammar. For each non-terminal for the patterns from Step 2 we generate code. It does not really matter what the code looks like, as long as it is syntactically correct. All lexical sorts are initialised with a descriptive string for the sort, and generated cases are kept as small as possible. When a production has several alternatives we take the first alternative.
In Fig. 15 the generated code for the matching pattern from Fig. 13 is shown. The smallest production for a label is a cobol-word, so generating a label yields the string COBOL-WORD. Then the smallest production for a condition is an alphabetic-user-definedword so the condition variable is replaced by the string ALPH-USERDEF-WORD. Then statements reduces to a single statement, and the first alternative for a statement is the accept-statement so an accept-statement is generated. An accept-statement takes an identifier, which also yields an alphabetic-user-defined-word.
In Fig. 16 , the generated code for the non-matching pattern from Fig. 14 is shown. In addition to productions for labels and statements, a non-closed-add-statement with a SIZE ERROR option is generated. Inside the non-closed-add-statement, an accept-statement is generated since this is the first alternative for a statement.
We illustrated our generation process by a transformation rule with a matching and nonmatching case. This entire process was fully automatic. Since the generated cases do not take rule conditions into account, the cases can be transformed by the transformation rule and then automatically re-classified as matching or non-matching. Generated cases can serve as unittests and documentation, which are updated automatically if something changes. Changes to the grammar can automatically be carried through to the testcases, thereby indicating that perhaps the transformation also has to be updated. On the other hand, an updated transformation rule can result in different behaviour on the generated cases of the previous version of the transformation, so (unwanted) changes can be detected automatically.
We were able to quickly extract syntax information from the transformation rules. Although it may be due to the used technology (the ASF+SDF Meta-Environment) that we can do it quickly, this approach can probably be applied to other grammar-based transformation technologies to some extent as well.
Summary. The GTG check is a powerful way to generate testcases for transformation rules automatically based on the grammar. We have shown how we generate matching and non-matching cases for a given transformation rule. In Section 5, we present the results of this check for the mass maintenance projects.
Program code checks
Program code checks are applied to the source code of the system that is being transformed. In the previous section, we discussed CFI, VC and GTG for checking the transformation rules themselves. These checks cannot detect all types of errors and therefore we defined additional checks. Checks that are applied to program code can also detect errors that are made elsewhere in the transformation project, for example in pre-or postprocessing phases of the code, which have nothing to do with the actual transformation rules. We propose two checks: Frequency Characteristics (FC), which uses properties of the program code to detect errors; and Compilation & Regression Testing (CRT).
Frequency characteristics (FC)
An analysis of the frequencies of elements in the program code is used to detect errors in transformations. Such analyses can be, for example, the frequency of certain variables, statements, and/or procedures. This can be very useful for lightweight checking of maintenance transformations that have been applied to a large amount of code.
In a transformation project, the input and output program can be compared on the basis of characteristics of these frequencies. For instance, if a transformation changes a variable value, the frequency of variables, statements and procedures should remain the same after the transformation. In the case of adding a certain statement, the frequency of that type of statement should increase, whereas the frequency of other statements should remain unchanged.
Another example where we can use FC is in the renovation project. If a goto-elimination or dead code removal transformation is applied, code analysis can be used to check whether certain statements have been removed or duplicated that are not likely to be removed or duplicated, so code analysis can be used to check heuristics. This check on program code is also lightweight and requires some manual work, since the characteristics of the frequencies must be predicted for a particular transformation. One could try to derive them directly from the transformation rules, but this would require a thorough analysis of the rules, i.e. in fact simulating the transformation (engine). We do not consider this as a lightweight approach that can quickly be applied.
Our approach for detecting transformation errors using FC consists of several steps. We start by predicting possible characteristics for the frequency of certain elements in the program code after a transformation. Then, we analyse the program code before and after transformation. If the analysis reveals changes in the frequencies that are not in accordance with the predicted characteristics, we go one step further, to the level of a single program. Subsequently, we try to identify the variables, statements and/or procedures that are responsible for the unexpected changes in the frequencies.
Prediction of characteristics
Our first step is to predict the frequency characteristics for a particular transformation. Depending on what will be transformed, we can predict which frequencies will be affected, and what the characteristics for these frequencies will be. Table 2 shows some examples of predicted characteristics for several transformations. We briefly explain the table.
The characteristics are denoted by the frequency before transformation (e.g. total 0 ) and the frequency after transformation (e.g. total 1 ). A transformation that removes dead code results in frequencies that can only decrease or remain unchanged. We can predict an additional characteristic for a maximum decrease of statements of 10 percent (all 1 ≥ all 0 * 0.9) because we expect that no more than 10 percent of the statements is dead code. This is just a heuristic that can be adjusted if too many false positives are found. Elimination of goto-statements implies that the frequency of GO TO statements will decrease, and frequencies of other statements may increase due to code duplication. An additional characteristic therefore allows a maximum increase of 10 percent of the frequency of statements (other 1 ≤ other 0 * 1.1). A transformation that componentises code will replace procedures by procedure calls, thus increasing the frequency of procedure calls. Changing a variable value implies that all frequencies remain unchanged, and replacing a variable means that the new frequency of the original variable will be zero (varX 1 = 0) and the new frequency of the replacing variable will increase by the initial frequency of the original variable (varY 1 = varY 0 + varX 0 ). A transformation that adds a certain statement implies an increase in its frequency, and no changes to other frequencies. For some of these transformations, the predicted characteristics may be obvious. But these characteristics can provide insights into a large amount of program code, and can detect transformation errors.
Identifying potential errors
After predicting the frequency characteristics, a code analysis tool analyses the program code of the entire system before and after transformation. If frequencies changed differently from our predictions, we identify the programs that contain the unexpected changes. Then, after the programs have been identified, it still takes some effort to tell where the possible error occurred. If the program is about 10 thousand lines of code, and if the frequency of certain statements has changed from 500 occurrences to 501, it is not always easy to find this extra occurrence. This is especially true if the transformed code is very different from the original code. For this step of identification, Unix utilities can be very helpful. In a mass modification project where a small change is done in many places, an extra occurrence of a certain statement may be identified using diff. Checking Table 2 Examples of predicted Frequency Characteristics ( 0 = before, 1 = after)
Transformation type Statements Variables Procedures
whether a statement or variable has been modified may be done using grep, which finds lines matching a pattern. For a renovation transformation, a combination of these Unix utilities can be very helpful.
Summary. The FC check can be a very effective way to control transformations that have been applied to a large amount of code. The check requires manual work such as predicting frequencies. In Section 5, we will demonstrate how we spotted potential errors that were revealed by irregular frequency characteristics.
Compilation & regression tests (CRT)
If all else succeeds then a final check is to compile the transformed program on a suitable compiler and run regression tests. This check is performed after other checks succeeded, and can be used to detect errors that were not detected earlier. Compilation of the transformed code can detect a wide spectrum of errors. For instance, in Cobol there is a restriction on the length of identifiers. If a transformation transforms an identifier to more than 30 characters, the compiler will report an error. Duplicated procedure-names and undeclared variables can also be detected by a compiler, as well as other errors. This kind of error can be found by compiling the transformed program. After a successful compile, running regression tests can also be useful for finding errors. However, regression tests are not always available for legacy systems.
Case study
We applied our checks in the mass maintenance projects we described in Section 2. In the database migration project, we applied all checks but CFI, since the control-flow of programs was changed by the transformations of that project, and thus not kept invariant. In the renovation project, we applied all of our checks.
Project I: Database migration
In our database migration project, we applied VC, GTG, FC and CRT. We did not apply CFI since that check is suitable for transformations that preserve the control-flow, which was not the case for the database migration project. The transformations consisted of 110 transformation rules. The transformation that made the actual modification to the code was made up of only a few rules; the rest of the rules dealt with several analyses that had to be done before a modification could take place.
VC
We implemented a tool to apply the VC check to the transformation rules. This tool analysed the rules and reported all rules that had a variable on one side which was not in the conditions of the rule. In addition, the suspicious variables were reported.
Out of 110 rules, 75 were reported by the check. The reported rules turned out to be analysis functions. It was quite natural that these were reported since an analysis function usually returns an argument of a different type than its input argument. If the input argument is not used in the condition, the rule and input argument is reported by the check. So since in this project there were many analysis functions the check reported a great deal of false positives. Nevertheless, the check was quickly implemented and applied, and we did not have to inspect the reported rules by hand.
GTG
For 110 rules 172 cases were generated. There were 17 non-matching cases and 155 matching cases. So on average, there were less than two cases generated per rule, this was due to the relatively small patterns in the rules (low number of variables). As we will see in the next section, in the renovation project more cases per rule were generated because the transformation patterns were larger (i.e. contained more variables).
Not all generated cases were useful since some rules which only differed in their conditions yielded the same cases. There were only a few such cases, and these can (manually) be improved to cover the rules properly. Furthermore, some cases were generated as non-matching because a certain rule did not match but it could be matched by another rule of the same transformation. This behaviour can easily be detected automatically by applying the transformation to the cases, and such cases can then be reclassified automatically.
When we examined the non-matching cases for Find-value, which finds the initial value of a variable, we found that the transformation rule did not cover all cases with initial values. For instance the condition-value-clause, which can be used for flag variables, was not analysed correctly. For the transformation project this was not an error since we did not have to analyse such variables but if the function would be reused it could cause an error and should be documented. A more serious non-matching case was the data-value-clause. The format of this clause, from the VS Cobol II grammar, is shown in Fig. 17 . The optional keyword IS was not covered in the transformation rule so Cobol variables of this format were not correctly analysed.
In addition to this error, we also found a rule without generated cases. It turned out that this rule was declared but no transformation rules were specified. So we removed the declaration since it was not used. The GTG check has been shown to be useful for finding an error in transformations of this project, and we were able to generate unittests for documenting the behaviour of transformation rules automatically. We saved a lot of time because we did not have to construct cases manually, which has also the risk of omitting cases.
FC
We applied the FC check by comparing the code before and after transformation. Since in this project small changes were made locally, several analyses can be done with simple Unix utilities such as diff (difference between 2 files) and grep (get regular expressions). The frequency of the number of variables was the only frequency that is subject to change. In addition, the only statements that were subject to change were the call-statements that called the database. So our approach for checking frequencies in this project was twofold: we monitored all relevant call-statements (with the proper database operations) and we extracted all differences between the original and transformed program, thereby removing all expected changes.
In the transformed program, we retrieved all relevant call-statements that did not have the correct variable. One call-statement was reported, and this call-statement was placed in comments so it was not modified for that reason. The example below illustrates this, where we use grep to retrieve lines with database operations (operations are b-res and b-unl), and then remove lines which have the variables that must be the last argument of the call (key-0 and acc-0 are the expected changes). The -A 1 options makes sure the next line is also retrieved, since that line usually contains the variable we are looking for. The -e option specifies the pattern(s) to search for, -v inverts the match, thus lines not matching the pattern are reported.
$ grep -A 1 -e 'call DB using b-res,' -e 'call DB using b-unl,' *.CBL | grep -v -e 'call DB' -e 'key-0' -e 'acc-0' TUC002.CBL:* tet202-record, dbl-tet202, tet202-position, acc-2.
So the only unmodified case is a comment line and thus the result of this check looked good. This simple query can be applied to 4 million lines of code very quickly, and this way we gained confidence in the changes that were made. Errors that we cannot detect with this query are call-statements that have the replaced variable on the third line, or on the second line but in the wrong position. Next we retrieved all differences between the original and transformed programs, and we removed all strings that contained any of the variables that had to be modified; the result was empty, so we knew that there were no changes besides changes which involved those variables. In addition, we checked if a new variable was not double declared by retrieving changes in the data declarations and then checking whether the new variable was not already declared in the program before transformation. This can also be detected by most compilers but we aim at detecting such errors before compiling the code to avoid costs. Two things that we did not check, simply because it would be too time-consuming as a lightweight check, are the following: variables that are already declared in an include file and therefore double declared, and new variables that were replaced in the incorrect place, in a call-statement or any other statement. The first issue can be detected by a compiler, the second one could be detected by one of the other checks. Summarising, the FC check allowed us to gain confidence in the transformations of this project very quickly with a combination of relative simple tools.
CRT
As soon as we were confident about the results of our transformations, we sent the transformed code to the customer. Since we did not have the appropriate compiler, we let them compile the code to detect possible errors that were not detected earlier.
In one of the transformations, we had to determine the length of a variable. In Cobol there are several datatypes which store variables in different formats. We had to take this into account when we calculated lengths. However, the compiler reported an error for a variable and this was due to an incorrect calculation of the length. It then turned out that the assumed storage space for a specific datatype was incorrect. So we found an error by compiling the code but the error was not due to the transformation but to a wrong assumption.
A real error in the transformation process was also found by the compiler. The original code came from a Windows environment, and we worked in a Unix environment. So we removed the carriage return character in the preprocessing but we forgot to add it again in the postprocessing. This error was then reported by the compiler. Then the code was subject to tests at the customer, and no more errors were reported.
The CRT check revealed errors and shortcomings in the transformation. The check was applied by our customer since we did not have the proper resources to compile and test the transformed code.
Project II: Code renovation
In the renovation project, we applied CFI, VC, GTG, CF and CRT. The entire transformation project consisted of 25 individual transformations in three phases. Some of them were applied several times. In total, there were 230 transformation rules.
CFI
One of the transformations eliminates GO TO statements, and we will apply our CFI check to its rules. This transformation consists of 16 rules which eliminate various GO TO constructs, while keeping the control-flow of the input program invariant. We translated all input and output patterns into LTSes using our translation tool and fed this to the bisimulation checker Aldebaran.
All LTSes were branching bisimular, except one. This rule transforms an implicit loop, which uses a GO TO statement, into an explicit loop, which uses a PERFORM statement. The rule is shown in Fig. 18 , and in Fig. 19 the corresponding control-flow graphs of the input and the output pattern are displayed. Corresponding states of the graphs are connected
Statements7. ) by dashed lines. At first we thought this transformation rule did not change the controlflow. However, applying the CFI check revealed an error. In Fig. 19 we can see that states P1, P4 and Q1 have no corresponding state. The error in the rule is caused by the statements on the left-hand side preceding the second IF statement (Statements3). In the input pattern, these statements are executed before Condition2 is evaluated, whereas in the
Statements6. ) (Fig. 20) .
output pattern the statements are executed after Condition2 is evaluated. We corrected this error as follows: we disallowed statements in that place and then the graphs were bisimular. See the corrected transformation in Fig. 20 . The corresponding control-flow graphs are illustrated in Fig. 21 . For completeness, we give the LTSes for both the incorrect rule and the corrected rule below: We found an error when we applied CFI on the goto-elimination rules. Next we will apply VC on all transformation rules.
VC
We checked if our transformation rules complied with the constraint that variables appearing on only one side should be contained in a condition (VC, see Section 3.2). Our tool for checking this reported 31 of the 230 rules, together with the suspicious variables. The reported cases were explained as follows: in 16 cases variables were removed or replaced; the rest of the cases were rules for analysis functions (e.g. verifying whether a certain label is referenced or not). Analysis functions usually return an argument of a different type than its input argument, so it is obvious that these rules were reported. With these results, we had to inspect 16 rules manually for possible errors, which is 7 percent of the total number of rules. We found no problems in those rules.
A manual inspection of the 16 reported rules revealed that in none of the cases were variables removed or replaced unintentionally. A reported case where a variable was removed is the rule in Fig. 22 , which removes an unreachable paragraph. The rule searches for paragraphs (Cobol procedures) that can never be executed, and was reported because the variable Statements appears on the left-hand side only. This transformation rule has no error; Label will be checked for being unreachable and thus the variable Statements can also be removed.
A reported case where a variable will be replaced is shown in Fig. 23 . The rule is part of an unfolding transformation, which replaces indirect paragraph calls by direct paragraph calls. Paragraphs whose only function is to call another paragraph are removed, and all references to the removed paragraph are replaced by a reference to the called paragraph. The reported rule replaces all references to the removed paragraph (PERFORM Label1) by a reference to the called paragraph (PERFORM Label2). For this rule, Label1 was reported because it appears only on the left-hand side. There is no error because it is the intention of the transformation to replace Label1 by Label2.
We did not find errors using our VC check. However, applying the check to 230 transformation rules resulted in only 16 rules that were suspicious and had to be inspected by hand. After we inspected the reported rules, we gained more confidence in all transformations since we knew they complied with the VC constraint.
GTG
There were 25 individual transformations, with 230 rules in total. In Table 3 , the statistics for GTG check are shown. Note that a transformation itself consists of several rules. The relative high number of cases, compared to the migration project, was due to the larger number of variables in the transformation patterns. We generated testcases for all rules. This resulted in a total of 811 cases: 432 non-matching cases and 379 matching cases. The minimum number of cases for a transformation was 3, the maximum number of cases was 258. The minimum number of matching cases was 1, the maximum number was 99. The minimum number of non-matching cases was 0, the maximum was 159. Similar to the migration project, not all cases were useful since a small number of rules only differed in their condition.
Most cases were generated for the goto-elimination transformation (258 cases), which had 16 individual rules. This was on average 6 matching and 10 non-matching cases per individual rule. Some of the other transformations had no non-matching cases because these covered the used grammar productions entirely. Especially the transformations that were used to normalise the code had a low number of non-matching cases, since these had to accept most of the possible language constructs. These transformations removed all kinds of optional syntax to simplify other transformations. This resulted in many nonmatching cases for the other transformations, since these assumed that the code was normalised in an earlier phase. We could improve the generation process by leaving out the normalised constructs or by automatically re-classifying them differently. The GTG check does not take conditions of transformation rules into account so some of the matching cases were reclassified as non-matching cases. These cases were simply filtered by applying the specific transformation and then checking whether the transformation matched or not, which was completely automated. Moreover, as we also observed in the migration project, if a rule does not cover a certain case while another one does, it is still a matching case; in this project we did not encounter this behaviour but it should be considered when generating testcases. Summarising, GTG is an interesting way to generate useful testcases to test and document transformation rules quickly, and was successfully applied to the renovation transformations.
FC
The renovation transformation consisted of several transformations that are applied in three phases. We could measure the frequencies before and after the entire transformation process. Instead, we increased the chance of catching errors by measuring after each phase. The error detection could be even more fine-grained if we measure after each individual transformation, but that would require us to intertwine the frequency analyses with the transformations which we did not want to do. A disadvantage of the coarse-grained approach is that rules can cancel each other out, for instance, one rule adds a statement while another one removes a statement of the same type.
Predicting frequencies. We predicted characteristics for the following frequencies: number of sections, paragraphs, (several types of) statements, isolated paragraphs and isolated statements (statements that are untangled and placed in subroutines). For the statements, we defined characteristics for the control statements IF, GO TO and PERFORM. We also defined characteristics for some other statements such as MOVE, ADD, DISPLAY and READ because these are some of the most common Cobol statements.
The predictions for each phase in the transformation are given in Table 4 . An empty entry in the table means that no prediction can be made. The frequencies are explained as follows: F 0 is the frequency in the original code, F 1 is the frequency after the preprocessing phase, F 2 is the frequency after the mainprocessing phase, and F 3 is the frequency after the postprocessing phase. We will make a few remarks about the characteristics.
For each section, exactly one extra section will be created during the preprocessing phase. The number of sections therefore should double (F 0 * 2 = F 1 ). During the postprocessing phase, some of these created sections will be removed, but the frequency of sections after the postprocessing phase can never be lower than the original frequency (F 2 ≥ F 3 ≥ F 0 ). The frequency of paragraphs can only decrease or remain unchanged because the transformations do not introduce new paragraphs (F 0 = F 1 ≥ F 2 ≥ F 3 ). For statements: first, during the preprocessing phase they can only decrease due to dead code removal; second, during the mainprocessing phase they can increase or decrease due to code duplication and dead code removal; finally, during the postprocessing phase they can decrease. An exception is the frequency of GO TO statements, which may increase during the preprocessing phase. The frequency of isolated paragraphs and statements can increase during the mainprocessing phase, and decrease during the postprocessing phase. If this frequency increases, the frequency of out-of-line PERFORM statements will also increase (unless this frequency decreases due to dead code removal).
Comparing frequencies.
We developed an analysis tool to analyse the code between the phases, and compared the results with our predictions. All results of the code analysis are presented in Table 5 .
The frequencies for the statements were all in accordance with the predicted characteristics. We found two other frequencies that were not in accordance with the predicted frequencies (denoted in bold face in Table 5 ), one for sections (F 1 ) and one for paragraphs (F 1 ). The frequency of sections after the preprocessing phase should have doubled, but instead it increased even more. The frequency of paragraphs should have remained unchanged after preprocessing phase, but it increased. These inconsistencies are potential errors which we had to inspect. Below we will explain how we quickly identified code that is responsible for irregular frequency changes, and how we investigated the unexpected changes in the frequencies of the paragraphs and sections.
Tracking down potential errors. A potential error can be tracked down quickly using a combination of Unix utilities. We did not find any suspicious frequencies for statements, but we will discuss an example where we identify the decrease of a statement frequency. Imagine that we would like to check why the MOVE statements are reduced from F 0 = 14553 to F 1 = 14547 during the preprocessing phase (see Table 5 ). First, we identify the programs which have a decrease in MOVE statements by searching in the intermediate analysis results. It turns out that in two programs the number of MOVE statements was reduced by three. In one program of approximately 700 lines of code, it was reduced from 118 to 115 statements, and in another one of approximately 2000 lines of code it was reduced from 495 to 492 statements. We now have to identify the statements that were removed, and we illustrate this for the largest program. We cannot simply do a diff to compare the input and output program because a great deal Table 4 Predicted Frequency Characteristics for the three phases (F 1 , F 2 , F 3 ) of the restructuring transformations (F 0 = frequency in the original code) Table 5 Results of the code analysis (irregular frequencies are in bold face)
Frequency Characteristics
Then the next step is to compare the sorted statements using diff: The second outer IF statement can never be reached because the first GO TO 0832 is always executed and jumps to a different paragraph. The indentation suggests that the GO TO 0832 is part of the else-branch, but the preceding separator dot (right after MOVE AMOUNT-DSD TO AMOUNT IN TRANSLINE) closes all previous IF statements. In sum, the change in the frequency of the MOVE statements was due to the removal of dead code. We have shown how to track down a change in a frequency in 80,000 lines of code quickly and in a semi-automatic way. We will now explain the unexpected changes that were shown in Table 5 .
The change of the frequency of paragraphs appeared to be correct. We predicted that the frequency of paragraphs should have remained after the postprocessing phase. However, there was one transformation which creates extra sections, and this rule also adds one paragraph to signal the end of the program. The frequency of paragraphs therefore increased by exactly 87, which is the number of programs that were transformed. The predicted characteristic was incorrect and should have been F 0 * 2 + P = F 1 , where P is the number of programs.
The other unexpected change, the change in the number of sections, turned out to be an error. We had predicted that the number of sections would double because for each section an extra section is be created for subroutines. The frequency increased a great deal more. Inspection of the code revealed an error in a transformation. This transformation normalises the code by adding missing section labels, but it also added a label when it was not necessary, resulting in an increase in sections. The transformation used to be correct 
Before transformation
After transformation Fig. 24 . A label has been transformed to too many characters.
but due to a modification in the grammar it broke down. A production was changed in order to optimise the grammar. Before the change, a sort had an optional non-terminal in its production. After the change, this optional non-terminal was injected into a new sort and this new sort replaced the optional non-terminal in the original production. To repair the transformation, we had to add one condition to a transformation rule that states explicitly that a certain variable is not present. This error should have been detected by a proper testcase, but at that time the testcases were constructed manually, and this particular case was omitted. We mention that the error was one of the reasons to develop the GTG check, in order to detect whether a grammar change breaks down a transformation.
CRT
The programs were written in mainframe Cobol and can only be compiled on a mainframe compiler, which we did not have at hand. We also did not have access to all include files, external utilities, the input files, and the test files. Nevertheless, we managed to compile a few manually modified programs on a Unix Cobol compiler. We had to remove the calls to external utilities and created some input and output files since we did not have access to that (confidential) data.
The compiler reported section and paragraph labels in the transformed program that were more than 30 characters; it turned out that two transformations created section and paragraph labels which can sometimes be more than 30 characters. In Fig. 24 we show an example of a section label that is too large after transformation. A missing section label was added (FIRST-SECTION-OF-PROGRAM) to normalise the code, and then an extra section for subroutines was created using this label name (FIRST-SECTION-OF-PROGRAM-SUBROUTINES). The second label is 36 characters. After repairing this error we created some synthetic input files and ran the original and transformed program, and both programs behaved the same. In sum, we did not have access to all necessary resources to apply our complete CRT check but we were able to identify an error by compiling a few programs.
Cost-benefit analysis
During this research, we developed several tools to perform the checks we described. All tools were developed in the ASF+SDF Meta-Environment [26] . We will now discuss how much time it took to implement the tools and apply them in the cases we discussed in Section 5. The data on the development and application time of all tools are summarised in Table 6 . The first tool we developed was called pattern-to-lts, and it was used for translating a transformation pattern to a labelled transition system (as part of the CFI check). We applied it to 16 control-flow preserving transformation rules. The development of pattern-to-lts took a few days (testing included). Application to the rules involved extraction of the left-hand side and right-hand side (input and output pattern), translating them, and feeding the resulting LTSes to the bisimulation checker. The complete application took less than one hour.
The second tool we developed, which was called consistency-check, was implemented for performing the VC check. The tool takes one file with rules and returns rules with variables that do not comply with the imposed constraint from Section 3.2. The development was done within a few hours, and the application, which included manually merging 230 rules into one file, was done within one hour.
The tool we developed for the GTG check was testcase-generator. This tool took about three days to implement, and extracted information about a transformation rule, built matching and non-matching patterns and then generated cases. The tool was applied to the parsed transformation rules, which were already available since this is done by the ASF+SDF Meta-Environment; the entire process was completely automated. Therefore, the application of the tool took less than one hour.
The last tool we developed was called frequency-analysis, and it was used for analysing several types of statements, paragraphs and sections in the renovation project. The development of frequency-analysis took less than one day and the application to 80,000 lines of code was done in less than one hour.
In the case studies, we found several errors using our checks. Some people might think at this point that the effort spent on the checks does not outweigh the number of found errors. But this is not true, as is explained in the so-called paradox of cost per defect as a (programming) productivity indicator [13, p. 11] : 'cost per defect is always lowest where the number of defects found is greatest, and always highest where the number of defects found is least'. According to this paradox, there are always fixed costs when detecting and removing errors from software, and the number of found errors (also) depends on the quality of the software; thus high-quality software has a higher cost per defect than lowquality software since there are more errors in low-quality software. Therefore, cost per defect cannot be used to measure the effectiveness of the detection process.
The checks we described were performed on complex transformation projects and industrial programs using tools we developed rapidly. The projects involved high-quality transformations that were applied to business-critical software, and for that reason we spent extra effort to detect any errors. The costs per found defect may be high but that is not an issue, as we argued above. Once the tools are developed, they can be used for new and existing transformations as well. With our approach many transformation rules and a great deal of source code can effectively be checked at relative low cost.
Conclusions
We presented a lightweight approach to check mass maintenance transformations by proposing several practical checks for detecting errors. Our approach does not prove correctness of transformations but it is an effective way to have control over mass maintenance transformations and to detect errors, and it provides circumstantial evidence for transformation correctness.
In our approach, we proposed separate checks for transformation rules and for program code, which can be performed in a semi-automatic way. Each check aims at different types of errors in different phases of a transformation process. Five checks were proposed and implemented: CFI to detect errors in control-flow preserving transformations by automatically comparing control-flow graphs; VC to detect errors in transformation rules and its conditions; GTG to detect errors on the syntactic level by automatically generating tests based on the grammar; FC to detect errors in the entire transformation process by comparing input and output code; and CRT as a final check by compiling and testing the entire system. Our checks were illustrated with industrial examples of maintenance transformations.
We applied our approach to renovation transformations for Cobol consisting of 230 transformation rules and 80,000 lines of code, and to a database migration involving 110 transformation rules and over 4 million lines of code. We showed how we were able to quickly reduce the number of transformation rules that had to be inspected manually, and how we detected and isolated errors in transformations and large amounts of source code. Furthermore, we automatically generated testcases for the transformation rules, which was feasible and very useful for the individual rules. Not all checks detected errors in the projects, and several false positives were reported. However, using the checks we gained confidence in the applied transformations and were able to control the application to large systems. In conclusion, we have developed an effective lightweight approach for checking mass maintenance transformations at low cost.
